ID Badge holder

a Little Crispy
S E W I N G P AT T E R N S

#119

Cutting

Decorative ribbon

#

All measurements include ¼" seam allowances.

Ribbon

1 !&1/2"

Cut out your fabric as listed in the
tables below. First choose between a
short and long badge holder, and then
       
the Front: plain, strip of star blocks,
     

Top strip

1 !83/4"

'*  + '*  +0-

1 !93/4"
1 !$3/4"

   
strap, and whether to bind your badge
    
The zipper opening at the back
is 31/4 
phone that is up to 3" wide and
41/2" tall (71/2" tall for the long
badge holder).

Cutting: Front piece
Cut only the pieces for your chosen
Front style and length. The # column
lists the number of pieces to cut of
     
height.

Cutting: main pieces
Cut only the pieces for your chosen
badge holder length.
Short

#

Size

Back

1 !$

Lining (front & back)

2 !$

Binding (if using)

1 11/485

Fusible interfacing

2 41/2!1/2"

< =

2 4 1/2!1/2"

Vinyl

2 !5

Long

#

Back

1 !%
1 !&

Lining (front & back)

2 !%

Binding (if using)

1 11/49>

Fusible interfacing

2 !?1/2"

Size

Plain

#

Short

1 !$

< =

2 !?1/2"

Long

1 !%

Vinyl

1 !6
2 !5

Strip of mini star blocks

#

Strip of blocks

1 !&1/2"

Cutting: strap + pen loop

Top border

1 !3/4"

'*  + '*  +0-

1 !53/4"
1 !63/4"

Cut only the pieces for your chosen
   

Embroidered

#

Embroidered strip

1 !&1/2"

Inner border

2 !3/4"

Top border

1 !3/4"

'*  + '*  +0-

1 !51/4"
1 !61/4"

2|

Size

Size

Size

Size

Finishing pieces (for all
variations)

#

Double neck strap

1 99!

Lanyard: one fabric
Lanyard: two fabrics
Lanyard D-ring loop

1 21/29!
2 15/89!
1 11/28

H J
'0
H

1 21/2"
1 2"

Size

Sewing your blocks
K  0   * M  
terms baste and :

Make three mini star blocks as
follows:

1

Cut (24) 1" squares from neutral
backgrounds. Cut (3) 1" squares
from colorful prints or solids
for star centers, and cut (24)
3
/4" squares from colorful prints
       ^
choosing prints with white or light
backgrounds as you won't see the
stars as well.

2

Layer one 3/4" colorful square in the
corner of a 1" neutral square, right
sides together as shown below.

-vঞm] is sewing components
together within the seam allowance
(usually about 1/8" from the edge) with
0 0  !
+!      -K
purpose is to tack the layers together
O0  

$orvঞ|1_bm]0 
along the edge of a seam or fold with
0 0  9 5
+6 %   -K

is to tack down and secure the layers.

Sewing your badge
holder Front
All seam allowances are ¼".
K      
Front piece. If you are making a plain
<    Q    
UX0 0 
Back + windows”.

3 X   

 `  
the diagonal as shown below. Trim
j   0   
1
/4" away from the seam. Press the
print triangle out.

Mini star block front
<  Q 
 0  0   
&$Z&?+ &!   
inch). Your blocks will appear neater
  \ 
can make three mini star blocks as
described below or any three 11/2"
+-QK   Q
before it is sewn into the Front piece
 !&1/2".

4

Repeat steps 2 and 3 using
another color/print in the adjacent
corner as shown below. Make 12
of these components.

|3

5 Arrange four of the Step 4

components with four 1" neutral
squares and one 1" colorful square
as shown below. Sew the pieces
together into rows, press, and then
sew the rows together. Press.

6 Make three of these blocks and

sew them together into a row as
shown below. Press.

7

X   *  
    * 
this strip. Press.

Embroidery panel front
Prepare your embroidery
panel front as follows:

1

Cut a piece of
*   0
 0   
a small embroidery
hoop.

2

Use either the
=    
0  O
or your own
   * 
You are aiming for
   
that will be about 3/4"
to 1" high and about
41/2" wide. Tape your
template and your
*   
sunny window and
trace the design
with a water soluble
marking pen.

3 Embroider your panel.
4 Carefully centering the

embroidered design, cut out your
 !&1/2" high.

5 ^   

*
borders to your panel as shown
below. Press.

4|

Ribbon-embellished front
Sew the ribbon-embellished front as
follows:

1

X <    *
pieces together to make a Front
  !$ 
Press.

Sewing your badge
holder Back + windows
Now that your Front piece is
assembled, you can sew your badge
holder together.

Add the Back zipper
M  ~   
your Back piece. The process is the
same for the short or long badge
holder.

2

1

Center and fuse one layer of
   0  
wrong side of each of the Front
and Back pieces. Then, center and
   =
also to the wrong side of each of
<  'Q   
  0M  ~ 0  
00   Q 
lots of steam and press for 5&>
seconds in each spot. Set these
aside for now.

2

On the wrong side of one of your
lining pieces, draw a rectangle with
a marking pen set 5/8" down from
the top, 3/8" high, and set in 5/8" in
from each side. Draw a line down
the center of this rectangle to 1/2"
from each side, and then draw
diagonal lines to each corner from
the center line.

Cut a length of ribbon 5" long,
taking care to center the ribbon
design if you'd like.

3 Place the ribbon right side up on

the Front piece, which should also
be right side up, about 3/4" down
   } J  
ribbon in place with washable
school glue, fabric glue, or Wonder
Under.

4

X     <   
00  0   
close to the edge of the ribbon.
\   00 
     







|5

3 Place the marked lining piece right

sides together with the Back piece.
X     Q  0
     
0  &$ &?
+ &!   -

4

6 H

$+ 0 -  
right side up on a table, with the
zipper closed and the zipper pull
towards the side you prefer (I
 00   O    0 
 -H 
step 5 panel lining side down
on top of the zipper and center
     * 
rectangular hole. Place the zipper
   0  
Make sure that the metal zipper
  +    * 
the zipper) are not close to the
rectangular hole so that you don't
accidentally hit them with your
needle when sewing on the zipper.
Open or close your zipper a bit if
  O     
the way.

Cut on the center line and the
diagonal corner lines. Cut all the
      
careful not to cut through the lines
  0

7

5 Fold and push the lining through

=*
it so that the lining and the Back
pieces are now wrong sides
together, with all edges aligned.
Fiddle with and press the seam at
  0    = 
  
lining from the right side of the
Back piece.

$

Secure the zipper in place. I highly
recommend using washable school
0    '   
secure the zipper to the badge
holder Back, but you can also use
strips of masking tape or painter's
tape to keep the zipper in place.

8 K

    0 
  0 0 
0   0
the masking tape if you used it.
Trim the zipper to just under 1/4"
    0M  ~ 
concerned about fraying, coat the
raw edges of the zipper with
Fray-check or nail polish.

Add the vinyl windows

3 Place another small piece of copy

M   0
 0    
O  0
The process is simple, but might
take a couple of tries to get it right. I
 0 
     * 0 
iron your actual pieces. |-ѴѴঞl;v
_;mouhbm]m;-ubmѴķ-ob7
|o1_bm]|_;bmѴ7bu;1|Ѵb|_ou
buomoub|bѴѴl;Ѵ|bmv|-m|Ѵĺ

4

M   Q 0 
     =+&-
between sheets of copy paper to
  Q omŝ|o;uŊbuomou
|_;bmѴbѴѴl;Ѵ|ĺ
For the short badge holder, make
two small windows. For the long
holder, make one large and two small
windows.

1

}    
score a line 1/4" down from the
top (long edge for small windows,
short edge for large windows)
with a ruler and something sharp
but that won't cut, such as a Hera
marker or the back of a paring
knife. Be careful to only mark a
   
Hera Marker



2

paper on top of the fold, lining
up the edge of the paper with
the raw edge of the fold. In one
  0  
   *0
 0&89 
number is about one second. Do
not touch your iron directly to the
     
       
   0  M 
it is, push it gently with something
=       
  M   
stuck together, try again. If the
     
for too long and will need to start
0M  ~ 0   
using a cooler iron.

5 }

   
=   0
board. The smooth side is the
U 0   
      
U 0

6 For the front window: Layer one

    0  
(a large window if making a long
holder, or a small window if making
a short holder) on your Front piece
(which is also facing right side
-0  *0
   
around the three outer edges with
a 1/8" seam.

H   0
board on top of a piece of copy
  <  0
the scored line as the fold line.
Finger press as well as possible.
|7

7

For the Back window(s):

H   *  
 0  
backing piece. Align the fold
     
5  *0  
Q0 X  
the crease.

"_ou|0-7];_oѴ7;uĹ Repeat step 5
with the Back piece and your other

om]0-7];_oѴ7;uĹ You'll be
adding two small windows as
follows:

Lining, folded out
of the way

a

H&!   Q0
fabric right sides together with
   
   *0

Vinyl, right side up

4"
  
right side down

?

b

Fold the fabric strip back
   0  
   00 
   *
0  

c

On the Back component, fold
the lining up past the zipper
and pin it out of the way.

d

Fold the top raw edge of the
fabric strip down so that the
0   0
   0 
press.

e

< Q
up against the backing piece.
K        
Q0   0 
length through the backing
  Q0  
the lining.

Sewing your strap
\  Q0 
neck strap, which is sewn directly to
the badge holder, or a lanyard, which
Q    
D-ring sewn to the badge holder.
      

Double neck strap
Make a neck strap from a single
99!    J

1

Fold your neck strap in half
lengthwise and press.

2

Open. Fold both long edges to the
center crease and press.

f  

0 
lining out of the way and
   = 
against the backing again.

g

Repeat step 5 with the other
small pocket, lining it up with
*0  0
holder backing. Baste both
upper and lower pockets to the
backing with a 1/8" seam.

3 Fold lengthwise along the center
again and press.

4

K    00
down both long edges of the strap
and set the strap aside for now.

Lanyard + D-ring
Q    
double strap:

1

Decide if you'll make your lanyard
with the same fabric on both sides,
 j    
m;=-0ub1Ĺ Use a piece of fabric
21/29!

%

2

$o7b@;u;m|=-0ub1vĹ Use two
pieces of fabric 15/89!H
the pieces right sides together and
sew them together along only one
of the long seams. Press the seam
open.

5 Nest one end of the strap inside

m;ou|o=-0ub1vĹ Fold one of
the short edges of the fabric up 1/4"
and press.

6 X  

the other end, adding one half
      0
the two ends by about 1/2". Place
the end that has the raw edge
    8 
outside. Pin or clip in place.

 
two strap ends together as shown
below.

3 m;=-0ub1Ĺ Fold and press the

strip as described in the Double
neck strap  J 
in half lengthwise and press.
Open, and fold the long edges
to the center crease. Fold in half
lengthwise along the center crease
again. omŝ||orvঞ|1_;|ĺ
$o=-0ub1vĹ Fold the long raw
edges to meet the raw edge of the
inside seam and press. Fold in half
lengthwise again along the seam.

4

K     
fabrics are the same from this step
  X Q
onto the strap.

&>

7

K  0 00 
    0  
0 X Q  
the way as you sew.

8 X Q  

opposite end of the strap from
the seam. Put the lanyard around
your neck so you can see how it
wants to lie. Layer one side of the
         
=   Q 0 
  *H    
0     
Q  0 
across the two straps about 1/2"
from the fold.

9 Make the D-ring strap with the

Finishing with binding

small piece of your backing fabric
You'll bind your badge holder with
(11/28-<   
a single-fold binding. A single-fold
1
/4" and press. Then fold your long
0*    
0 1/4" and press.
small piece and it is much less bulky.
\   0
     
    0

10

11

Fold the whole strip in half
0    
    &3/4K  
close to the edge of both long
0 0 0 

1

Backing, right side down +
Back lining, right side up
Front lining, right side down

Slide a D-ring onto the strip
   }j  
two ends of the strip by 1/4" to
  Q  ~ 0
with binding, as shown below, or
Q  0   ~ 
0  0
Pin the ends together. Set this
aside for now.

Front, right side up

2

Finishing your badge
holder
K     
badge holder. I prefer the binding
  M~  
  ~     
your binding skills.

Layer your Front, Front Lining, and
Back pieces together as illustrated
below, and machine baste all the
way around the outside with an
1
/8" seam. If one of the layers is
Q0       
      
 ~ 

Trim your 11/4" wide binding to the
        
badge holder plus 1/4" long. Place
the short ends of your binding
0  0   
them together with a matching
   0 
+&?  &6   
inch). Be careful not to form a
twist in your binding loop.

3 ^*

0   
0-1h of your badge holder with a
1
/4" seam, mitering the corners:
| 11

a

Line up the seam of the binding
   O0  
badge holder and start sewing
your binding on with a 1/4" seam
  O  
seam. You'll sew the seam in
the binding right at the end in
case you need to adjust the
length of the binding.
X   01/4    
  O     
  0 
 0    
j 0  
   0
holder from the machine.

b

12 |

Fold the binding away the edge
that you just sewed, making
a crease at a 45 degree angle
with the fabric. This crease is
made easier by the 45 degree
0  
 j 0H 
  0  
iron.

4

c

Fold the binding back down,
Q0    
lines up with the side raw edge.
Line up your binding with the
 0  0 
  0j 0
the corner.

d

Repeat for the other edges
    0
  *

Press the binding out all the way
   0 0 
     0
'   
    
either side. Flip the badge holder
 

5}

J<  0 
to meet the raw edge of the badge
holder as much as possible and
press (you won't quite be able to
do this in the corners).

6 Wrap the binding around the raw

edge of the badge holder, folding
 0  Q   $
and clip it in place. Make sure that
the folded edge of the binding
     0  
is securing it to the Back.

7

Miter the corners: As you work
       
 0  Q
   0  
<      
get a nice, neat miter in the corner.

8 Thread your machine with a

  +^ !>0  
      !> $>
0 -    
your binding in the spool, and
closely matches the backing fabric
in the bobbin.
K   0 
0 0    
0  0   
slowly and make sure that your
 0 0 \ 
0     0
the handwheel on the machine
Q   \ 0 
     0
  0  
careful.

      0  
all four sides.

Second
First

| 13

9 Q   J
a Fold the 2 / 0  
1

2

in half, matching short ends.
X    0  
00Q   
 <  
     
ends are on the inside of the
loop.

b

K=     0 
   
    0   
top edge and the middle of the
binding.





On the backing, line up the
    
the inner edge of the binding,
just below the zipper. Place it
on the right side if you're right
 X 
the loop in place at the inner
and outer edge of the binding.

-m-u7Ĺ^0 *0
 0    *
edge of the top binding and
    0
     
matches the binding.

10

14 |

o0Ѵ;m;1hv|u-rĹ Making sure
that the strap is not twisted,
pin the strap to the Back of the
badge holder so that the raw
ends are facing upwards but not
 0   0M 
the strap 3/8" in from the side
0X    0  
*  00
0     
  0 

Pillowcase ﬁnish

1
2

r;mou-1hbrr;uĺ
< 8   
and line up the raw edges with
the raw edge of the Front, about
&     O
    0 
 '    

4

Layer your pieces in the order as
illustrated below: Backing with
zipper (right side up), then Front
(right side down), then Front Lining
(right side up).
Backing with zipper, right side up
Front, right side down
Front lining, right side up

3 Baste your strap or D-ring in place. 5 X   
"|u-rĹ Line up the raw edges of
the strap with the top raw edges
of the Front. Inset the strap ends
3
/8" from the sides and baste. Tuck
the strap into the window, keeping
   *

   0
all layers with a /4" seam. Turn
the badge holder right side out
through the zipper opening.
Carefully push out the corners and
edges with something pointy but
not sharp. Take special care not to
   0
1

6 K

-m-u7ņ Ŋubm]ĹCenter the D-ring
strip at the top of the badge
holder, raw edges matching. Baste.

     
Front piece, holding the strap or
 0     
slowly and carefully as you can't
    0 
 M0  00 
just using the handwheel of your
   

That's it! Enjoy your hard work!
| 15

ID Badge holder
X 0 

 !$0!%

0 
  0 8>&!  *  ^ 0     
   *           * 

X     0    QM  *  ~
create your own unique badge holder. You'll choose from:
       +      
mini star blocks),
 a short or long badge holder,
       
 0  
Q    *     
 , or follow
what I'm up to on Instagram   < `   
please contact me at  
 .
K 051/491/40     
41/4$1/40   0 ^  0+   Q   
 -97/890^  05$0

Materials
 $ 0      
 Less than 1/4   M   
about 12 gauge or higher/thicker.
 Fine threads that match your front,
backing, binding, and strap fabric(s).
 A 3/4Q3/4" D-ring if you
choose the lanyard-style strap.

Fabric
You will need small pieces (less than 1/4 yard
-       
  0+ HX <
X<&>&- =+ 
H%?6 -

^&&%

a Little Crispy
S E W I N G P AT T E R N S

